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ABSTRACT

“Due process,” unmodified by the words “substantive” or “procedural,” has long marked the obligation of federal and state governments to protect individuals against arbitrary and unfettered uses of state power. Constitutional guarantees of rights to remedies and access to court date back centuries and, during the twentieth century, were reread to include all persons regardless of race, gender, and class. Moreover, the need for governments to legitimate their own decisions propelled interpretations of the Due Process Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments in conjunction with evolving interpretations of equal protection to ensure that courts provided even-handed treatment.

Thus, on occasion, the Supreme Court has concluded that court fees had to be waived, subsets of litigants needed to be provided with lawyers, and failures to pay fines or child support could not result in detention unless judges inquired into the “ability to pay.” Judges also assessed the “fairness” of procedures in courts and agencies and at times required revamping modes of decision making. Moreover, due process was the touchstone of the “fairness” of state courts’ exercise of jurisdiction over absent litigants and application of their law to out-of-state parties.

Thus, in various contexts, and at times in conjunction with other constitutional and common law provisions, due process had come to denote the relationship between government and individuals that entails respect for people expressed through procedures and decision making that are fundamentally “fair.” Due process has thus been adaptive, pluralistic, and Janus-faced—looking to protect individuals in their encounters with government while shoring up the authority of governments to enforce their laws.
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The Supreme Court’s 2022 decision in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, rejecting the federal constitutional right to an abortion, raises concerns about this account of due process. Our contribution to this Symposium is to sketch the elaboration of due-process principles that, built in earlier eras, came to apply to people who had been denied these protections. We analyze how the Supreme Court has, through the interaction of due process and equal protection, begun to address inadequate litigation resources and asymmetries between individuals and their adversaries in courts and agencies. We sketch the intersection of due-process norms with other constitutional provisions and the embeddedness of aspirations for non-arbitrary and fair treatment across diverse doctrinal categories including family, criminal, banking, and administrative law, as well as in other common and civil law systems. Yet, as Dobbs makes plain, commitments to due process and equality can be undermined. Through clarifying the stakes in debates about due process in a variety of its forms, we hope to encourage mobilization across the political spectrum to reject the potential for a frightening arbitrariness that members of the current Supreme Court seem poised to countenance. Renewed commitments are needed to insist on practices of bounded lawfulness, equality, and fairness that due process has encoded and should continue to promote.
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I. DUE PROCESS, MODIFIED AND NOT

What are the stakes if a majority of Justices on the U.S. Supreme Court revisit and alter more of the law on the due-process guarantees of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments? While commentators have focused on the Court’s impact on individual rights (for which the 2022 decision in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization is one shorthand¹), we bring to the fore the various roles that due process plays to validate government power by protecting individuals from its arbitrary use. The hyphen between “substantive” and “procedural” in our title is a reminder that due process has facets that can be characterized as both substantive and procedural. As a concept and a practice, due process is simultaneously protective of governments and individuals and hence

functions as an individual right and as part of the “structural” Constitution. Were the Court to extend the interpretive approach (often dubbed “originalism”) used by a majority of Justices in Dobbs to decisions at times called “procedural due process,” at others “substantive due process,” and sometimes “due process” unmodified, the results could undermine aspirations for fairness, equality, and liberty that undergird the legal order of the United States.

Due process is not the exclusive predicate for such commitments. Hence, we analyze legal principles entwined with due process that include aspects of Article III, the Privileges and Immunities and Habeas Corpus Clauses, and the Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments. Decisions about these provisions regularly reference the importance of fair and even-handed treatment, impartial decision making, and state obligations to organize and hence to discipline the power government officials have. For example, in Gideon v. Wainwright, the Court ruled that the Sixth Amendment required state-funded counsel for indigent, felony defendants, and in Boddie v. Connecticut, that states had to provide court-fee waivers for indigent litigants seeking to divorce. The Court has relied on the Eighth Amendment to protect conditions of confinement and health care in prisons, of which Estelle v. Gamble is one example, and parallel obligations flow to pre-trial detainees by virtue of the Due Process Clause, as explained in several opinions such as Bell v. Wolfish. All of those approaches are under attack, at times under the name of “originalism.”

Before explicating this analysis, more prefatory comments are in order. Under the rubric of “substantive due process” is an eclectic set of rights and claims—including freedom of contract and market liberty, known by the shorthand Lochner—that can be and have been used to defeat a host of regulations, some of which aim to enable more economically just and egalitarian social orders. We do not here explore the range of practices sanctioned or challenged under substantive due process but focus instead on the substantive purpose of due process. As Charles Miller has excavated, due process’s relational focus aims to curb government arbitrariness. Due process imposes a discipline on government’s relationship with individuals and frames obligations to sustain a system of participatory, even-handed, transparent, and accountable decision making. That point can be found in our discussion below of the challenges governments face when,

---


in courts and agencies, individuals lack adequate resources or adversaries have asymmetrical capacities.

Moreover, when we draw on history, we do so not as originalists, nor do we offer the kind of sustained critiques of originalism that many others have provided. (For example, Reva Siegel has argued originalism to be both a method and “a politics whose longstanding goal has been reversing Roe,”8 and Richard Fallon has labeled the Court’s use of it downright “dishonest.”9) Our interest in history is to understand the relevance of traditions built over time and now applied to people who in centuries past had no access to those protections.10 Although the majority in Dobbs discredited and ignored women’s reliance interests with respect to due-process rights to autonomy, practices of governance aspiring to fair, open, and equal treatment generate legitimate expectations about how governments are to conduct themselves. One need not quest for some magic moment of meaning from the Founding Era to generate a political order to which the words “constitutional democracy” can be applied.

Furthermore, while we focus mostly on courts in the discussion that follows, the articulation of due-process values has always come from many venues and been reshaped in light of social movements. The kinds of “process due” can be seen from procedural codes that have structured decision-making in courts. As Kellen Funk, Amalia Kessler, and other historians have mapped, debates about procedure laced the state-building of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and expositions can be found in the Field Code and other compendia of procedures for courts.11 The development of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in the 1930s and the Administrative Procedure Act in the 1940s is likewise replete with commitments to fair procedure as a requisite to legitimate judgments.12 Federal statutes on


habeas corpus include a mini procedural code, and the Court interpreted
the guarantee not to suspend habeas to require independent fact finding
on claims of unlawful pre-trial detention. In addition, a variety of fed-
eral statutes generating rights of action invite people to use administra-
tive agencies and courts to seek redress. One example is the 1946 Federal Tort
Claims Act, which waived the sovereign immunity of the United States and
enabled individuals alleging tortious injury by federal officials to obtain
relief. Congress has also granted courts the authority to adjudicate claims
in a variety of fields including civil rights, consumer and credit provisions,
and antitrust laws. As a result, parties alleging injury could bring lawsuits
to require accountings from government and, at times, corporate actors. In
short, “due process” can be found in many enactments, and hence we
remind readers of the broader context.

Thus, Part II explores the conceptualization of due process and the
development of an understanding of how it shapes the relationship
between the individual and the government by imposing constraints on
state actors when seeking to affect an individual’s life, liberty, or property.
Part III examines the challenges arising from aspirations to provide deci-
sion making that can be understood to be legitimate when many disputants
have limited and asymmetrical resources. In response and generally in the
context of courts, the Supreme Court and legislatures innovated in impos-
ing new requirements in service of equal treatment in courts and agencies.
Part IV discusses due-process values that find expression in legal systems
outside the United States. We conclude by returning to our concerns about
the normative stakes if members of the Court hollow out what due process,
interacting with other facets of the Constitution, has come to protect.

II. RELATIONSHIPS AND RESPONSIBILITIES AS BUFFERS
AGAINST ARBITRARY USES OF GOVERNMENT POWER

Our analyses center on the discipline that due process injects into the
relationship between individuals and government. “Due process” marks
obligations that governments owe to the body politic to structure deci-
sion making in ways that constrain arbitrariness and prevent idiosyncratic,

Burbank, The Transformation of American Civil Procedure: The Example of Rule 11, 137 U.
Pa. L. Rev. 1925, 1943–54 (1989); Daniel R. Ernst, Tocqueville’s Nightmare: The Adminis-
trative State Emerges in America, 1900–1940 (2014).
diday, Habeas Corpus: From England to Empire 58–60 (2010); Amanda L. Tyler, Habeas
Corpus in Wartime: From the Tower of London to Guantánamo Bay (2017); William F.
Duker, A Constitutional History of Habeas Corpus 141–42 (1980). The Court has recently
limited habeas review in a number of cases. See Dep’t of Homeland Sec. v. Thuraissigiam, 140
S. Ct. 1959, 1969 (2020); Shoop v. Twyford, 142 S. Ct. 2037, 2046 (2022); Jones v. Hendrix, 143
14. The focus is on a “principle of public accountability that informs the FTCA.” See Helen Hershkoff, Early Warnings, Thirteenth Chimes: Dismissed Federal-Tort Suits, Public
unfair treatment of individuals. These ideas were first embodied in common-law principles and then stated at the federal level in 1791 in the Fifth Amendment when the Bill of Rights was added to the Constitution and restated in 1868 in the Fourteenth Amendment. Those two Due Process Clauses help sustain the “basic structure” of political life by obliging federal and state actors to act in accordance with legal rules.

The constitutional formulation, built on centuries of English law, reflects one of many examples of “law’s migration” from outside the United States that has become constitutive of the country’s legal identity. Charles Miller provided a historical account of English commitments which became part of U.S. due process and which produced a “tradition of social thought and practice as well as a meandering stream of judicial precedent” that he called “a tribute to a law-minded people.” As Miller explained, a variegated development of “language and ideas” in the twentieth century came to encompass all persons under its aegis and aimed to recognize and construct relationships that achieved both “individual fulfillment and social welfare.” That point is made in constitutional doctrine that has used the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause to incorporate and apply Bill of Rights guarantees to the states and that has recognized equal protection obligations of the federal government through the words of the Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Clause.

Because due-process protections come into play when governments take action that affects an individual’s “life, liberty, and property,” questions have emerged about how to define life, liberty, and property and whether to characterize them as “inalienable” rights that predate the Constitution, as rights that the Constitution creates or defines, or as rights that are sourced elsewhere, such as in the common law and statutes.


17. See generally Iris Marion Young, Taking the Basic Structure Seriously, in 4 Persps. on Pol. 91 (2006). For an analysis of whether originalism supports taking different approaches to the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment Due Process Clauses, see Ryan C. Williams, The One and Only Substantive Due Process Clause, 120 YALE L.J. 408 (2010).


20. Id. at 38.

21. See, e.g., Timbs v. Indiana, 139 S. Ct. 682, 687 (2019). The Court has relied on the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause (and concurrences in Timbs on the Privileges or Immunities Clause) to incorporate protections of the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments to the states via the Fourteenth Amendment. See, e.g., id. at 687–92; Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 343–45 (1963). For equal protection and hence obligations to desegregate schools in the District of Columbia, the Court relied on the Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Clause to apply Equal Protection mandates to the federal system. See Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497 (1954).

22. Timbs, 139 S. Ct. at 692.

23. One arena in which that debate has occurred involves the “liberty” that remains for individuals after conviction. Justice Stevens explained that incarcerated people had liberty interests, and therefore that the state’s decision to transfer a detainee to a more onerous prison required providing rights to be heard and to contest the decision. See Meachum v.
about family life), Justices have assumed the liberty interests exist without inquiries into their sources, while in others, Justices have probed whether state or federal statutes generated entitlements protected as property or liberty by due process. Given the range of interests that may be characterized as “life, liberty, and property,” courts and commentators have invoked due process in diverse contexts to advance a host of different ends and, depending on the application, have garnered support from various parts of the political spectrum.

Due process is thus adaptive, contextual, and pluralistic— which can make it seem “cryptic and abstract,” as Justice Jackson put it.  The breadth of due-process doctrine comes in part from its non-exclusivity; the ideas associated with due process can also be found in interpretations of other constitutional provisions. For example, practices of non-arbitrary treatment, access to legal remedies, and methods to ensure fair decision making inform readings of the “privileges and immunities” of citizens, of “Article III values,” of the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments, and the content of guarantees against suspension of the writ of habeas corpus. Moreover, because state and federal codes, statutes, and rules governing courts and administrative agencies also structure decision making, they have influenced constitutional interpretations of due process and some statutes and rules have also been found wanting because of it.

The potential arbitrariness of government power is vivid when used to detain and prosecute individuals. The Fifth and Sixth Amendments specify protections on behalf of criminal defendants; those rights could be read as exemplifying due process or adding specific provisions for only those litigants. A majority of Justices have, thus far, drawn on the concerns of the rights of criminal defendants and applied, with modifications, some of these procedural protections to disputes involving civil litigants in court and administrative proceedings. Many opinions outline a package of interrelated obligations that entail “opportunities to be heard” and impose a structure on government decision making that includes notice, in-person hearings or reviews on paper to present and contest information, and impartial officers limited by a record. The Court has likewise required

Fano, 427 U.S. 215, 235 (1976) (Stevens, J., dissenting). However, a long line of decisions have formulated a limited view of incarcerated people’s liberty; they must show the state is subjecting them to “atypical and substantial” prison conditions to obtain procedural protections. Thus, the Court has concluded that it is “normal” for those detained in prisons to have limited protection from potentially arbitrary state conduct. See Judith Resnik, Hrira Amin, Sophie Angelis, Megan Hauptman, Laura Kokotailo, Aseem Mehta, Madeline Silva, Tor Tarantola & Meredith Wheeler, Punishment in Prison: Constituting the “Normal” and the “Atypical” in Solitary and Other Forms of Confinement, 115 NW. U. L. Rev. 45, 92–93 (2020).

25. For example, Justice Alito in Mallory v. Norfolk Southern Railway Co. turned to the Commerce Clause as a constraint on state power over absent defendants. See 143 S. Ct. 2028, 2052–53 (2023) (Alito, J., concurring).
27. See, e.g., Goldberg, 397 U.S. at 267; Sniadach v. Fam. Fin. Corp. of Bay View, 395 U.S. 347, 341–42 (1969); Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565, 580–81 (1975); see also Judith Resnik,
non-arbitrariness in sentencing as a matter of the Eighth Amendment. In addition, given the Court’s view that the prohibition on “cruel and unusual punishment” in that Amendment applies only when the state is “punishing” people, the Due Process Clause has been the source of protections for people detained for other reasons or subject to other forms of state sanctions. Thus, government obligations to prevent “excessive force” against persons imprisoned after conviction, to provide health care and sanitation, and not arbitrarily to “discipline” individuals stem from the Eighth Amendment. When detaining individuals before trial or as migrants, parallel obligations are based on the Due Process Clause.

In addition, due process structures the power of states to render binding judgments on people within and outside their borders. During the second half of the twentieth century, the law of personal jurisdiction analyzed the issues by assessing whether requiring a non-resident to appear in a court proceeding or enforcing a judgment against such a non-resident was “reasonable and just” or comports with “fair play.” Like so much of constitutional law, that approach exemplifies that interpretations extrapolate from text to explain outcomes that insist upon the non-arbitrary use of government power. The Constitution does not use the word “fairness” (nor many other familiar and contested precepts like “federalism,” “sovereignty,” “separation of powers,” “checks and balances,” and “immunity”). Nonetheless, as efforts to achieve a measure of racial justice were underway, words such as “fairness,” “essential fairness,” and “fundamental fairness” became benchmarks of due process. Moreover, even as the U.S. Constitution is not regularly identified with “positive” rights such as education, non-arbitrariness in sentencing as a matter of the Eighth Amendment. In addition, given the Court’s view that the prohibition on “cruel and unusual punishment” in that Amendment applies only when the state is “punishing” people, the Due Process Clause has been the source of protections for people detained for other reasons or subject to other forms of state sanctions. Thus, government obligations to prevent “excessive force” against persons imprisoned after conviction, to provide health care and sanitation, and not arbitrarily to “discipline” individuals stem from the Eighth Amendment. When detaining individuals before trial or as migrants, parallel obligations are based on the Due Process Clause.


30. Conditions of confinement, including issues of responding to known medical needs, providing safety, and protecting against violence are based on the Eighth Amendment. See Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 102–03 (1976); see generally Turner v. Safley, 482 U.S. 78 (1987). Imprisoned people also have rights under the Due Process Clauses. Wolff v. McDonnell held that due process required procedural protections before a state could deprive a prisoner of statutory good-time credits. 418 U.S. 539, 558 (1974). However, the Court has since concluded that, for in-prison punishments or changes, prisoners have to show the imposition of an “atypical and significant hardship” in order to establish an interest for which due process requires some procedural protections. See Sandin v. Conner, 515 U.S. 472, 484 (1995); Wilkinson v. Austin, 545 U.S. 209, 222–23 (2005).


housing, and monetary subsidies, due-process obligations have required that the government affirmatively deploy its resources to create courts and other adjudicatory mechanisms and, on occasion, to subsidize individuals to enable their participation. These requirements are always Janus-faced, looking both to protect individuals from government arbitrariness and to shore up the legitimacy of the decisions rendered, whether or not the outcomes are substantively just. Due process is thus “conservative” in the sense of preserving government power.

Atop adjectives like “fundamental” and “essential,” the modifiers “substantive” and “procedural” have taken hold. A focus on “procedural due process” became familiar in the 1970s when the Court responded to claims that the government had arbitrarily terminated a person’s public benefits, a job, or educational opportunities, and done so without sufficient notice or an opportunity to present facts and arguments. As the case law developed, the Court initially concluded that legislatures had the power both to create new forms of property and liberty interests and to specify procedures for their termination. In Arnett v. Kennedy, Justice Rehnquist, in a plurality opinion, famously called that linkage “taking the bitter with the sweet.”

Thereafter, the Court insisted on its prerogative to decide whether procedures were adequate under the Due Process Clause. As Justices explained in several rulings, the point was not only to respect and protect individuals, but also to sustain the legitimacy of governments by requiring fair and open process. A cheerful account of due process equates the processes due with eliciting quality information that generate good substantive outcomes. Principles of fairness and non-arbitrariness are not limited to generating “accurate” outcomes; they also recognize the dignity of individuals by enabling them to participate meaningfully in the processes by which decisions are made. Furthermore, disciplined decision making aims to enhance equal treatment through even-handed and consistent treatment by government, while also seeking to assuage anxiety about government overreach.

34. For arguments recognizing positive obligations under the U.S. Constitution, see, for example, Robin West, Progressive Constitutionalism: Reconstructing the Fourteenth Amendment 2–3 (1994). See also Vicki C. Jackson, Constitutional Engagement in a Transnational Era 199–200 (2010).

35. See Eskridge, supra note 2, at 1187–88, 1200.

36. See Tribe, supra note 2, at 277–78.


Due process is also relevant to how states interact generally with individuals and not only in courts and agencies. In some decisions, described in the last several decades as predicated on “substantive due process,” the Court has recognized individual rights such as personal autonomy and privacy; *Griswold v. Connecticut*—on the right to contraception—is illustrative.\(^{40}\) Criticisms of substantive due process came into fashion in the 1980s and are associated with articles by John Hart Ely, Robert Bork, Antonin Scalia, and Richard Posner.\(^{41}\) As Jamal Greene has explained, the accusation that substantive due process was an “oxymoron” developed in that era, as well as arguments that all the “process due” was what statutes or rules already provided.\(^{42}\) (Greene’s counter was that substantive due process was “redundant” in that what is “due” cannot be “indifferent to the substance of the associated loss.”\(^{43}\)) Greene, as well as Douglas NeJaime, Reva Siegel, and others, have excavated these earlier critiques of substantive due process and shown that they aimed selectively to withdraw judicial review when the critics objected to the substantive outcomes.\(^{44}\)

The need to clarify the role played by due process in legal ordering has renewed saliency in the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision in *Dobbs,*\(^{45}\) in which an emboldened conservative majority overruled *Roe v. Wade*\(^{46}\) and rejected the federal constitutional right to an abortion.\(^{47}\) In overcoming the force of stare decisis, the Court discredited women, their reliance interests, their autonomy to chart their lives’ courses, and their equality.\(^{48}\) Justice Thomas, in his concurring opinion, again hurled the “oxymoron” epithet, and called “‘substantive due process’ . . . an oxymoron that ‘lack[s] basis in the Constitution.’”\(^{49}\) Abortion rights can also be predicated on the Equal Protection Clause as well as the Constitution’s protection of liberty and privacy. The *Dobbs* decision underscores the vulnerability of many rights if constitutional protection is, as the conservative majority insists, limited only to rights that Justices find in the text of the Constitution or which they believe are deeply rooted in “this Nation’s history and tradition.”\(^{50}\)

---


\(^{43}\) Id. at 253.


\(^{47}\) *Dobbs,* 142 S. Ct. at 2242.

\(^{48}\) Id. at 2257, 2276–77; see Nina Varsava, *Precedent, Reliance, and Dobbs,* 136 Harv. L. Rev. 1845 (2023).


\(^{50}\) *Dobbs,* 142 S. Ct. at 2242 (quoting Washington v. Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702, 721 (1997)). Some commentators have called the Court’s approach a “hybrid” that combines originalism
As some of the concurring and dissenting opinions in *Dobbs* discuss, and as others have commented, the decision’s sequelae could undermine the privacy of all persons, the role of constitutional privacy rights within marriages, of choosing partners in marriage of all races and sexual identities, and gaining recognition as parents, freedom to form other association relations, access to and the use of contraception, the ability to make one’s own choices about health care (including when to end one’s life), and equality. To be clear, *Dobbs* is not the only engine for such changes. As gun violence and the new Second Amendment case law make painfully clear, the originalist approach is not limited to women’s reproductive choices. Indeed, well before *Dobbs*, some members of the Court embraced an approach that James Pfander and Jacob Wentzel called “equitable originalism,” an ironic term given that, in the name of originalism, the Court undercut the power of Article III judges to fashion a range of remedies in structural litigation and in smaller-scale lawsuits. Further, recent interpretations of the Constitution’s Articles I, II, and III intersect with rights associated with due process rulings undermining the independence of administrative judges, as one example.

As a consequence, just as *Roe* was in the crosshairs, so too may be rights of access to courts and subsidies to use them, including state funding of lawyers for criminal defendants lacking the capacity to pay; state equipage of subsets of civil litigants; and an insistence on the integrity of administrative adjudicators protected from oversight by their executive-branch superiors. Likewise in peril are the Bill of Rights’ protections for criminal

---


52. See, e.g., N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. 2111, 2126 (2022); District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 584 (2008); United States v. Rahimi, 61 F.4th 443, 450 (5th Cir. 2023), cert. granted, 143 S. Ct. 2688 (2023) (mem.).


55. We thus disagree with the view that a turn to originalism in domains denominated as “procedure” is not infused with political agendas about social ordering. Cf. Sohoni, *The Puzzle of Procedural Originalism*, supra note 53, at 1009.
defendants and for people who are in civil detention and prisons. For example, Justice Thomas has proposed reconsidering *Gideon v. Wainwright*\(^{56}\) and argued that the protections of “cruel and unusual punishment”—which have interacted with due-process analyses to limit arbitrary imposition of in-prison punishments—have no application after sentences are imposed.\(^{57}\) As we noted, civil detainees’ rights are likewise grounded in due process.

In contrast to the political and social movements seeking to end abortion and to open access to guns, not all the rights we discuss here have a visibility garnering mobilization. However, given that the due-process canopy protects a range of interests that cut across some political divides, coalitions could be formed to underscore the stakes of undermining the law we discuss below.

### III. THE CHALLENGES OF INADEQUATE AND ASYMMETRICAL RESOURCES IN COURTS AND AGENCIES

The idea that law ought to provide fair treatment was inscribed on the building that opened in 1935 and currently houses the Supreme Court.\(^{58}\) Atop the front steps are the words “Equal Justice Under Law,” which became the Court’s motto.\(^{59}\) Although that phrase is not found in the text of the Constitution, these words have been reprinted on the Court’s brochures and appear hundreds of times in lower court opinions.\(^{60}\)

Less read is the inscription on the back of the Court’s building: “Justice the Guardian of Liberty.”\(^{61}\) In that era, “liberty,” as in property interests, was

---

59. Id. at 125.
61. Neither “Justice the Guardian of Liberty” nor “Equal Justice Under Law” are “a direct quotation from any identified source.” Harold H. Burton, “Justice the Guardian of
high on the Court’s agenda. As should also be familiar, despite the words inscribed, in the 1930s, not all persons were understood in the Court’s case law as among those protected by mandates of either equality or liberty. In the second half of the twentieth century, the Court came to recognize people’s juridical authority, regardless of gender, race, or economic status. But that proposition is now under siege—as exemplified by the Court’s decision in *Dobbs*, by the 2022–23 Term’s decision in *303 Creative v. Elenis*, which permits a company in the business of designing wedding websites to advertise that it will not contract with customers unless they identify as heterosexual, and by legislative efforts to prevent individuals from making decisions about their sexual identities and lives.

Both before and after egalitarian commitments gained some traction in constitutional doctrine, the Court acknowledged the requirement of fair decision making in a myriad of contexts. One example is the constitutional law of personal jurisdiction. States may not command absent defendants to appear unless some connection or relationship to the jurisdiction predates that demand. The many rulings on a state’s authority to hale defendants that are physically outside the state into its court and apply its law are founded on due-process constraints on government power. For scholars of procedure, that point was made some decades ago by Wendy Perdue. She underscored that the 1878 landmark decision of *Pennoyer v. Neff*, determining Oregon’s authority to enforce a judgment rendered against an out-of-state defendant and to hale that defendant into its courts, was an early Fourteenth Amendment substantive-due-process decision.

Since *Pennoyer*, when the Court considers whether states can exercise jurisdiction over persons or entities that are physically beyond their borders, the question is whether doing so comports with due process. That inquiry turns on whether the relationship between a proposed defendant and a state is sufficient for the state to demand responses to lawsuits. The Court has looked at physical presence, volition, implicit consent, notice, the specific legal violations alleged, and sovereign interests. The Court has made plain that the power of courts to require participation is a concern not only for absent defendants but also for absent plaintiffs who may be part of aggregate litigation. The power of a state to apply its law likewise hinges on due-process analyses of relationships among the forum, the

---

65. See, e.g., Pennoyer, 95 U.S. at 733.
66. See generally 4 CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT, ARTHUR R. MILLER & ADAM N. STEINMAN, FEDERAL PRACTICE & PROCEDURE (4th ed.).
cause of action, and a pending lawsuit. And, as a result, the “dichotomous concepts of procedure and substance” are overstated; “in many situations procedure and substance are so interwoven that rational separation becomes well-nigh impossible,” even as distinctions between forms of due process can at times be helpful.

As discussed at the outset, due-process values are not exclusively associated with the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. Concerns about government power, access to remedies, opportunities to be heard, even-handed treatment, and fairness are regularly expressed in discussions about the “privileges and immunities” of citizens, in the meaning of the Constitution’s protection of habeas corpus, and in decisions about whether civil detention is lawful and criminal punishments are “cruel and unusual.” Below we sketch some of the ways in which due-process obligations are entwined with rights of citizenship and the various contexts in which judges pay homage to due-process values.

Consider, first, the centuries-long emphasis on access to courts, even when not all doors were open. In 1907, Justice William H. Moody, writing for the Court, upheld an Ohio statute barring state citizens as well as non-citizens from filing suit in Ohio courts for the wrongful death of a person who was not a citizen of the state at the time of death. The Court held that Ohio could constitutionally bar a widow from seeking redress in its state’s courts to redress the alleged wrongful death of her husband, who at the time was a citizen of Pennsylvania. Although the Court decided that Ohio’s refusal did not amount to unconstitutional discrimination under the Privileges and Immunities Clause, it nevertheless explained:

---


71. See Greene, supra note 42, at 268.


75. Chambers, 207 U.S. at 151.

76. Id. at 148. Elizabeth Chambers, the petitioner, alleged that under Pennsylvania law she had a right to bring a suit against Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company for negligently causing the death of her husband, Harry E. Chambers, a locomotive engineer. Id. at 146.

77. A dissenting opinion questioned that result. Chambers, 207 U.S. at 157, 160 (Harlan, J., dissenting). Moreover, as a commentator put it, “[I]t would seem equally unjustifiable to discriminate against the widow of the deceased on the basis of her husband’s citizenship as upon her own.” See Notes, The Equal Privileges and Immunities Clause of the Federal Constitution, 28 Colum. L. Rev. 347, 351 n.31 (1928).
The right to sue and defend in the courts is the alternative of force. In an organized society it is the right conservative of all other rights, and lies at the foundation of orderly government. It is one of the highest and most essential privileges of citizenship . . . . Equality of treatment in this respect is not left to depend upon comity between the states, but is granted and protected by the Federal Constitution.\textsuperscript{78}

This leitmotif of open access to courts has appeared in judicial decisions many times since. Another example from more than a half-century later comes from a 1958 decision in which a majority of the Court concluded that California could rely on its own psychiatrist to assess the mental capacity of an individual the state had sentenced to death.\textsuperscript{79} Justice Felix Frankfurter dissented.

\textit{Audi alteram partem}—hear the other side!—a demand made insistently through the centuries, is now a command, spoken with the voice of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, against state governments, and every branch of them—executive, legislative, and judicial—whenever any individual, however lowly and unfortunate, asserts a legal claim . . . . The right to be heard somehow by someone before a claim is denied, particularly if life hangs in the balance, is far greater in importance to society, in the light of the said history of its denial, than inconvenience in the execution of the law. If this is true when mere property interests are at stake, how much more so when the difference is between life and death.\textsuperscript{80}

Not long thereafter, in 1971, Justice Harlan explained for the Court in \textit{Boddie v. Connecticut} that the state had to provide a mechanism for waiving court fees if a person seeking to file for divorce could not afford to pay and would otherwise be blocked from using courts to obtain that relief.\textsuperscript{81} The rule that emerged has had—as we discuss below—less of a reach than the explanation for it. Justice Harlan emphasized that the interests at stake when Connecticut erected a barrier to judicial access were not limited to those of individuals aiming to reorganize their family lives.

Without this guarantee that one may not be deprived of his rights . . . without due process of law, the State’s monopoly over techniques for binding conflict resolution could hardly be said to be acceptable under our scheme of things. Only by providing that the social enforcement mechanism must function strictly within these bounds can we hope to maintain an ordered society that is also just. It is upon this premise that this Court has through years of adjudication put flesh upon the due process principle.\textsuperscript{82}

Building on that approach, in 1996 Justice Ginsburg, for the Court, wrote that “the essential fairness of the state-ordered proceedings anterior to

\textsuperscript{78} \textit{Chambers}, 207 U.S. at 148.
\textsuperscript{80} \textit{Id.} at 558–59 (Frankfurter, J., dissenting) (internal citation omitted).
\textsuperscript{82} \textit{Id.} at 375.
adverse state action” likewise required fee waivers when people are unable to pay the costs of a transcript to enable an appeal of a decision terminating parental status.83

Governments depend on courts to validate their power, including the state-sanctioned violence that is a result of civil as well as criminal litigation. As Robert Cover explained, “A judge articulates her understanding of a text, and as a result, somebody loses his freedom, his property, his children, even his life.”84 Opinions such as Boddie have both shaped and been shaped by ideas about political and social equality that have become central to the legitimacy of governments. The French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu would call what we have described “reflexivity,” in that judges and lawyers are part of a “habitus” that makes both the exercise of state power (with its violence) and the elements of due process seem natural to the social order.85 More broadly, expectations of fairness — that people get their “day in court” — have shaped a good deal of popular discourse.86

In the next Part, we turn to the issues that emerged when new causes of action enabled people who had not before been eligible to turn to courts—women seeking divorce, civil-rights claimants, environmentalists, employees, consumers, and others—to seek entry and redress. Before exploring problems of limited and asymmetrical resources, a reminder is in order: new entrants were not the only court-users pressing jurists to reconsider the parameters of due process. An important example comes from efforts by banks in the 1940s to have the Court reframe the import of due process so as to protect their economic interests in developing a broader base for asset management. During the post-World War II period, small investors became a potential source of business for financial institutions. Banks proposed pooling assets to have larger sums to invest in tandem.87 Yet banks also understood that a larger number of investors to whom they owed fiduciary duties could result in more arguments about the prudence of investment decisions. To protect themselves from a potentially large number of claims, banks promoted legislation that would both license pooled trusts

83. M.L.B. v. S.L.J., 519 U.S. 102, 120 (1996). Justice Thomas dissented, in part arguing that the majority had “brushed aside the distinction between criminal and civil cases” by extending the right to free transcripts in an action involving parental termination, and that in the process the Court had “eliminated the last meaningful limit on the free-floating right to appellate assistance.” Id. at 144 (Thomas, J., dissenting). For a view that courts are a service that governments have to provide, see Judith Resnik, Courts and Economic and Social Rights/Courts as Economic and Social Rights, in The Future of Economic and Social Rights 259 (Katharine G. Young ed., 2019).


and provide periodic judicial confirmation that the banks had properly discharged their fiduciary obligations.\(^88\)

The legality of doing so reached the Supreme Court in *Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co.*, which, in 1950, addressed a New York statute requiring banks periodically to file a kind of declaratory action (“settling accounts”).\(^89\) Once a judgment was entered on the bank’s behalf, the law of *res judicata* would block any unhappy beneficiary who subsequently might seek to challenge investment failures.\(^90\) Unlike the 1966 version of Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, in which claimants step forward as representatives of a class, the New York statute called for judges to appoint lawyers to serve as guardians *ad litem*.\(^91\) Kenneth Mullane was designated to represent what was functionally one subclass, the *inter vivos* beneficiaries; the other appointee, James Vaughan, assigned to represent the testamentary beneficiaries, did not contest the procedures.\(^92\)

Mullane argued that the New York statute violated the rights of absentee beneficiaries by mandating the adjudication of their assets in the state and violated the rights of all beneficiaries by providing insufficient notice that their property interests were to be decided.\(^93\) The Court’s holding in *Mullane* that New York had power to adjudicate claims affecting absent beneficiaries may, in hindsight, seem obvious. But at the time, the Court had to leap over entrenched distinctions between “*in rem*” and “*in personam*” jurisdiction, as well as ideas that the finality of a judgment required an affected party’s personal presence and individual participation in the judicial proceeding that was to be enforced.\(^94\)

The *Mullane* Court determined that states could bind individuals outside their physical boundaries by upholding what is, in today’s terms, nationwide jurisdiction. The Court used the location of the trust (analogized to physical property) and the state’s personal jurisdiction over the trustee as the hooks that empowered the state to bring all the beneficiaries, wherever they lived, before New York courts.\(^95\) Yet the Court tempered its ruling by holding that the New York legislature’s method of providing notice to some of the beneficiaries about the settling of accounts violated the Constitution.\(^96\) The statute had provided notice at the time of the trust’s creation

\(^{88}\) See, e.g., N.Y. Banking Law § 188-a (1937) (codified as revised at N.Y. Banking Law § 100c (McKinney)).


\(^{91}\) See N.Y. Banking Law § 188-a (1937) (codified as revised at N.Y. Banking Law § 100c (McKinney)).

\(^{92}\) Mullane, 339 U.S. at 307, 310–11.

\(^{93}\) Id. at 311.

\(^{94}\) See id. at 312–13.

\(^{95}\) See id. at 316–20.

\(^{96}\) Id. at 312–13, 320.
and by newspaper publication thereafter. Writing for the Court, Justice Jackson said more was needed as to certain groups of beneficiaries. Yet he pragmatically read due process as not imposing “impossible or impractical obstacles” to legitimizing a decision about the banks’ prudence while requiring an “opportunity” for those affected to know about the action so as to be able to present objections—in *Mullane*, through representatives appointed by the New York courts.

The Court both focused on the mechanics of letting people know that their property rights were being determined and on the purpose for doing so. *Mullane* held that, when names of beneficiaries were “at hand” and “easily” found on the bank’s books, notice by publication was constitutionally deficient. Yet the Court did not want to impose too great an economic burden on the underlying activity. The Court did not offer an in-depth, theoretical account of what today is termed “interest representation,” yet it assumed that an “individual interest does not stand alone” but rather was “identical with that of a class.” Notice to those whose addresses were readily available sufficed, as everyone shared the same interests in “the integrity of the fund and the fidelity of the trustee.” The Court explained that the purpose of the notice was to elicit objections: “notice reasonably certain to reach most of those interested in objecting is likely to safeguard the interests of all, since any objections sustained would inure to the benefit of all.” Another facet of the ruling merits attention. The Court did not address that New York provided no method of exit—these property holders were placed in what came to be called a “mandatory” class under the federal class action rule, as those beneficiaries had no opportunity to “opt out” and seek individual relief in a separate proceeding.

In now-familiar terms of “voice” and “loyalty,” we can theorize that the beneficiaries who did get notice were similarly situated to those who did not, and therefore the people noticed were able to provide information to and monitor the actions of their court-selected representatives to ensure that they presented objections when appropriate. Yet each individual’s small stakes made responses unlikely—both inside and especially outside of New York. Indeed, in later decades when pooled funds came to control billions of dollars, recorded challenges by beneficiaries or successful
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challenges by guardians *ad litem* had not materialized. Nevertheless, to focus on filed objections in cases as the only metric misses the incentive effects of due-process notice: broadcasting information raised the potential of oversight in diverse means and that publicity could affect decision making, even if the impact on investments and distribution of funds are hard to assess. More generally, *Mullane* provided a constitutional path to large-scale resolutions by courts through upholding the legitimacy of binding absentees by telling a subset of those affected that their interests were being determined through a representative structure. *Mullane*’s insistence on notice thus enabled the public as well as individuals directly affected by diverse forms of aggregation to gain information about proposals to bundle their claims.

*Mullane*’s foundational reconception of the demands of the Due Process Clause in 1950 enabled New York’s banking laws that permitted fiduciaries to obtain judicial clearance, in the aggregate, of potential claims from beneficiaries of pooled trusts. *Mullane* thus paved the way for federal class actions in which some aspire to “global peace.” Further, in addition to licensing the binding of individuals whose “whereabouts could not with due diligence be ascertained” to judgments with preclusive effect, the Court revised its jurisdictional rules to permit a state to close off the rights of individuals within the group to bring later challenges. Yet, as we noted, the Court structured notice requirements to avoid making them too costly. As Justice Jackson explained,

[T]he vital interest of the State in bringing any issues as to its fiduciaries to a final settlement can be served only if interests or claims of individuals who are outside of the State can somehow be determined. A construction of the Due Process Clause which would place impossible or impractical obstacles in the way that could not be justified.

*Mullane* is an example of the Janus-faced Due Process Clause, as it was used to validate state power for economic development, which could redound to the benefit of individual investors, and to structure a mechanism to have such individuals represented in an adjudication of their property rights. That approach has since been deployed (albeit with limitations read into it by the Supreme Court in *Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin* to impose more costly notice methods) to support consumer claimants in federal class
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112. *Id.* at 313–14. Justice Burton dissented, arguing that states had discretion to decide whether they had to “supplement the notice” to beneficiaries. *Id.* at 320 (Burton, J., dissenting).
actions.\textsuperscript{113} Even as this regime may provide benefits to corporate litigants, it has not been stable, and many institutional litigants have aimed to limit the use of class actions. While \textit{Mullane}'s jurisdictional and notice rules remain, critics have succeeded in limiting aggregation by narrowing the criteria for class certification through arguments about a lack of commonality among members of proposed classes.\textsuperscript{114} In addition, would-be defendants have cut off the possibility of using class actions (and accessing courts in general) through clauses in employment and consumer documents demanding that, if individuals want to gain redress, they may pursue remedies only through going single-file, to private arbitrations.\textsuperscript{115}

In the decades since \textit{Pennoyer} and \textit{Mullane}, due process has remained central to the Court’s doctrine of whether states have the power to exercise jurisdiction over individuals and entities who were not within their territorial borders and to apply their substantive law. In the last few years, as Mila Sohoni has explored,\textsuperscript{116} Justice Gorsuch has raised questions about the legality of tests such as “traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice,” which are the terms of many of the Court’s decisions and which cannot be found in the U.S. Constitution.\textsuperscript{117} In 2023, Justice Gorsuch, writing for a plurality in \textit{Mallory v. Norfolk Southern Railway Co.}, upheld a Pennsylvania statute requiring non-resident corporations that register to do business in the state to consent to jurisdiction on “any cause of action” against them brought in the state’s courts. The plurality tried to skirt the issue of whether originalism required moving away from “traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice” by relying on history, as well as through concluding that if “fairness” was at issue, Pennsylvania could insist that a corporation that has done business there face lawsuits in that state.\textsuperscript{118}

As we forecast in Part II, people who had, in earlier centuries, been excluded from the protections of due process—women, people of color and those without property—gradually gained recognition as members of the polity who could challenge arbitrary exercises of government power. The commitment to fairness as an aspect of due process poses distinct problems if litigants have no means to participate in judicial proceedings. The Court faced this situation when Gladys Boddie sought a divorce but lacked the funds to pay the state court’s sixty-dollar fees for filing and service of process.\textsuperscript{119} Boddie filed suit in federal court as a representative of a class of similarly situated “welfare recipients residing in . . . Connecticut,”

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{113} See Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 417 U.S. 156, 176 (1974).
\item \textsuperscript{115} See, e.g., AT&T Mobility, LLC v. Concepcion, 563 U.S. 333, 351–52 (2011); Am. Express Co. v. Italian Colors Rest., 570 U.S. 228, 238–39 (2013).
\item \textsuperscript{116} Sohoni, \textit{The Puzzle of Procedural Originalism}, supra note 53, at 970.
\end{itemize}
and argued that the state-imposed fees violated due process. The Court responded by recognizing the need for due process protections that, to borrow Mullane’s terms, entailed another kind of “vital interest” of the state—access to courts for people who needed to obtain a divorce and lacked resources to bring actions.

_Boddie_ was one of several cases in which the Court invoked due process when litigants sought judicial assistance in pursuing rights related to family structure. These constitutional family-law cases provide additional examples of the convergence of “substantive” and “procedural” due process and the risks to individuals and society if the Court rejects rights that are not keyed to specific words in the Constitution or extant at the Founding. The words “right to marry” are not in the Constitution. Nor does a “right to parent” appear in the text. Nonetheless, a “federal law of families,” based on both the Constitution and federal and state statutes, has emerged. With little discussion of origins, the Court has recognized that parenting is protected by the Due Process Clause and that states cannot deprive individuals of parental status without record evidence and fair procedures that they do not meet state statutory requirements to parent. As we noted, debate surrounds the sources of the Constitution’s terms of “liberty” and “property”—whether they predate or are artifacts of positive law and the viability and wisdom of generating procedural protections for an array of “statutory entitlements.” Yet, in some instances—and _Boddie_ is but one example—the Justices have assumed the existence of constitutionally protected liberty and property without detailing the sources.

Our account requires caveats of many kinds. First, as Douglas NeJaime has explained, the federal constitutional parenting rights that exist do not yet apply to all forms of parenting—even as the potential to do so can be found in some of the Court’s decisions. Second, the due-process protections for litigants with limited resources are far from complete. In the context of family life and its dissolution, the Court has required a few specific subsidies to enable individuals to participate. If one is unable to pay, the
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government must fund tests to establish paternity. In addition to requiring funding related to establishing parental obligations, the Court has read due process to require providing resources for some individuals when the state seeks to terminate parental status. As the Court explained, in some cases the individual interests at stake and the risks of error are too great to proceed without assistance of counsel. The Court has also relied on the interaction between due process and equal protection to require states to fund appellate transcript fees in parental-status termination proceedings for individuals unable to pay themselves. In instances when states seek civil contempt for individuals who have not paid child support, states have to provide either state-funded lawyers or other forms of protection to ensure fair decision making. In terms of the merits, the Court has concluded that due process requires imposing the burden of proof on the state if seeking to end parental rights. Interacting with these decisions and with state constitutional interpretations, many states have enacted statutes mandating that lawyers be provided for parents at risk of losing that status and for their children.

Some of these cases involve the rights of fathers or potential fathers, while others involve women who historically did not have authority over their children or, if married, over themselves. Had the Court limited its inquiry to whether the rights were rooted in this “Nation’s history and tradition,” the answer from history would have entailed assessing the lack of juridical authority of married women. Further, while men had to support their children, women were not seen as wage earners and hence statutes did not impose support obligations upon them in centuries past. In the 1970s and thereafter, with attention to histories of racial and gendered exclusions, a majority of the Court did not focus on textual silence or historical absences as grounds for denying due-process protections. Rather, due process was an engine for overcoming the effects of women’s historic exclusion and put some mothers in the same constitutional position as some fathers. As the Court explained in its 1981 ruling responding to Abby Gail Lassiter’s objection to North Carolina’s termination of her status as a parent,

This Court’s decisions have by now made plain beyond the need for multiple citation that a parent’s desire for and right to “the

companionship, care, custody and management of his or her children” is an important interest that “undeniably warrants deference and, absent a powerful countervailing interest, protection.” Here the State has sought not simply to infringe upon that interest but to end it. If the State prevails, it will have worked a unique kind of deprivation. A parent’s interest in the accuracy and justice of the decision to terminate his or her parental status is, therefore a commanding one.\(^{135}\)

The Court’s approach has not, however, been realized beyond a narrow set of cases. Although the \textit{Boddie} rule had the potential to protect more litigants, Justice Harlan wrote a narrow opinion. Justice Harlan identified that the combination of “the basic position of the marriage relationship in this society’s hierarchy of values and the . . . state monopolization” of lawful dissolution resulted in a due-process obligation by the state to provide access.\(^{136}\) The concurring opinions illuminated the potential reach of the proposition that state-subsidized access was needed for people lacking resources. Justice Douglas, worried that due process was too “subjective,”\(^ {137}\) read the Equal Protection Clause’s prohibition of “invidious discrimination . . . based on . . . poverty” to require subsidizing access.\(^ {138}\) Justice Brennan agreed that Boddie’s claim presented a “classic problem of equal protection”\(^ {139}\) on top of due process; the state’s legal monopoly on marital dissolution required access for all attempting to “vindicate any . . . right arising under federal or state law.”\(^ {140}\)

The implications of that proposition were lost as political shifts changed the composition of the Court and resulted in a constitutional retreat from the logic that Justice Brennan had advanced. Two years after \textit{Boddie}, the Court rejected poverty as a suspect classification for purposes of equal protection.\(^ {141}\) That ruling dampened, but did not end, the Court’s acknowledgment that poverty undercuts the ability of a person to function as a litigant in court, and hence the legitimacy of courts themselves. As we recounted, the Court has identified a narrow band of disputes for state-required support that involve a subset of family conflicts\(^ {142}\) as well as those in which criminal defendants face imprisonment.\(^ {143}\) Yet the Court has not evoked the Constitution to respond to other asymmetries of power and knowledge

\(^{135}\) 
\textit{Lassiter}, 452 U.S. at 27 (internal citations omitted); see Elizabeth G. Thornburg, \textit{The Story of Lassiter: The Importance of Counsel in an Adversary System, in Civil Procedure Stories} 509, 513 (Kevin Clermont ed., 2d ed. 2004).
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in civil litigation where expenses often outstrip the resources of many and for whom subsidies to file and appeal cases or for experts and lawyers would enable access.  

A facet of what we have discussed—asymmetrical resources—merits additional analyses. Critical to institutional integrity and the legitimacy of government decision making is that adversaries be on a par in their ability to develop a factual and legal record on which the court can base its rulings. Adversaries with asymmetrical resources thus present a serious problem for due-process commitments. Moreover, as a “war on crime” beginning in the 1960s exacerbated the racial disparities, some Justices relied on elaborations of defendants’ rights in an effort to constrain government overreach, and that approach in turn prompted critiques that a judicially constructed set of procedural requirements was unduly burdensome without producing substantively wise or just decisions.

The due-process asymmetry cases were exemplified by conflicts between governments and individuals of which the 1963 decision of Gideon v. Wainwright is iconic. The Court there read the Sixth Amendment “right to counsel” to require states to provide lawyers for indigent criminal defendants facing prosecutors seeking felony convictions. The Court therefore relied on due process as the basis of constitutional obligations for states to provide indigent criminal defendants with other resources such as experts and translators when necessary to mount a defense. In addition, the Court read the Due Process Clause to require that government provide exculpatory, material information to criminal defendants, whether rich or poor: “Society wins not only when the guilty are convicted but when criminal trials are fair . . . .” Parallel analyses can be found in the constitutional family law cases we have discussed. For example, when ruling that states have to pay for paternity tests, Chief Justice Burger explained for a unanimous Court in 1981, “the requirement of ‘fundamental fairness’” expressed by the Due Process Clause would not otherwise be “satisfied.”

The situation of intra-litigant disparities raised yet another problem for due process; resource and capacity differences from one criminal defendant to another could result in “like” cases not being treated “alike.” For

example, in 1956, the Court addressed the fact that some defendants could afford to pay for transcripts for appeals and for lawyers while others could not: “There can be no equal justice where the kind of trial a man gets depends on the amount of money he has.”¹⁵⁰ Not all “like” litigants are, however, in court involuntarily. As is familiar and exemplified by class actions, individuals sometimes seek judgments that could affect others who have not filed lawsuits. Aggregation, enabled by Mullane, offers a method to avoid disparate outcomes. Due-process challenges have emerged, as we recounted, requiring courts to determine whether the proposed group shares sufficient commonalities to permit representatives to go forth on behalf of absent others, and whether the kinds of affiliations and forms of consent—affirmative, implicit, or inferred—legitimate binding all through final judgments.¹⁵¹

Another line of due-process cases, again reliant on the alchemy between due process and equal protection and involving inadequate resources, addressed whether governments can put people in jail when they are not able to pay a fine or post bail. In 1970, in Williams v. Illinois, Chief Justice Burger, writing for the Court, ruled out the extension of a sentence because a person without resources could not pay a fine.¹⁵² In 1971, in Tate v. Short, the Court concluded that the automatic conversion of an unpaid fine to a term in prison—to “work it off”—was unconstitutional.¹⁵³ In 1981, Justice O’Connor, for the Court, applied those ideas in Bearden v. Georgia; the question was whether judges could impose a fine without assessing the person’s ability to pay.¹⁵⁴ The answer was that the Constitution required an inquiry into the “ability to pay.”¹⁵⁵

As explained in 2023 by the U.S. Department of Justice, the due-process doctrine on fines and fees, central to fair treatment and limiting racial discrimination, intersects with courts’ obligations of impartiality and disinterest.¹⁵⁶ The Department of Justice recounted the canonical ruling by Chief Justice Taft in the 1927 decision of Tumey v. Ohio, concluding that decision makers reaping monetary benefits from fines that they imposed violates

¹⁵⁰. Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12, 19 (1956). In 1963, the Court held that, although the Constitution did not require states to provide appeals, states had to subsidize appellate lawyers for indigent criminal defendants if appeals were generally available. Douglas v. California, 372 U.S. 353, 357–58 (1963). Douglas was announced the same day as Gideon.


¹⁵⁵. Id. at 672.

due process. Thus, courts in recent years have held that states may not constitutionally rely on income generated by court fees to fund services for judges or provide other forms of remuneration. In addition, several lower federal courts and state courts have interpreted the inability-to-pay lines of cases to protect people without resources from automatic suspensions of driver’s licenses based on nonpayment of traffic tickets and from denial of bail for lack of funds. In contrast, some appellate courts—embracing versions of the approach championed by Justices Scalia and Thomas—have rejected those analyses and limited the *Bearden* approach to cases in which a person is at risk of being jailed.

Funding and resource asymmetries are facets of fairness, and another is the structure of process. The iconic example that prompted attention to “procedural due process” is the 1970 Supreme Court decision in *Goldberg v. Kelly*. With help from the analysis by Charles Reich in *The New Property*, the Court developed the proposition that when governments create statutory entitlements—to driver’s licenses, tenured employment, attending schools, social benefits, and more—such provisions create property and/or liberty interests in constitutional terms. The Due Process Clause therefore requires the state to create procedures to protect against arbitrary deprivations—whether in courts or agencies. Thus, a genre of due-process analysis probes the authority, nature, and kinds of procedures that make specific forms of decision making “fair.” *Goldberg v. Kelly* concluded that the way New York City decided to terminate welfare benefits violated due process.

As is familiar, *Goldberg* is part of a line of “fair hearing” cases in which the Court has concluded that due process requires hearings when statutory entitlements to government benefits, jobs, or licenses are at issue.
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Depending on the context, constitutionally fair decision making must include in-person hearings, specific allocations of burdens of proof, reasons for the decisions rendered by impartial decision-makers, oversight of whether evidence supports a criminal verdict and of the quality of eyewitness identification, and review of the award of punitive damages. The Court has relied on these due-process norms in lawsuits between private parties. In 2011, the Court invoked due process in *Wal-Mart v. Dukes* when it insisted that unnamed class members seeking monetary remedies for alleged unlawful employment discrimination had to be given an opportunity to opt-out of a class action that would bind them. The Court also held that, to be consistent with due process, Wal-Mart could not be required to make payments to individual class members for back wages without an opportunity to rebut each individual’s claim of discriminatory treatment.

In some but not all of these rulings, the Court assumed that the public had access to the decision making or its outcomes. Thus, while less clearly articulated in the doctrine to date, the dialogic facets of due process imply that the public has to have some access itself, either as an audience empowered to watch and critique the proceedings that occur in open court or to know the outcomes. Atop efforts addressing inter- and intra-litigant asymmetries and easing access to courts and requiring procedurally adequate hearings, the public needs to know what transpires. Doing so requires participation from those outside a litigation triangle. That publicity enables assessments of whether procedures and decision-makers are fair and permits an understanding of the impact of resources (symmetrical and not) on the treatment of litigants, and of why one would want to get into (or avoid) court. A public presence divests both the government and private litigants of unfettered control over the meanings of the claims made and the judgments rendered and enables popular debate about, and produces the means to seek, revision of law’s content and application.

Because publicity enables accountability, it can be understood as an aspect of due process addressing the quality of procedures required for making binding judgments. Moreover, publicity could also stand in its own
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right. Jeremy Bentham termed such observers “auditors” in his famous commitment to publicity as a disciplinary mechanism for government and for prisoners. Without public processes, one cannot assess the practices or understand law’s application. Indeed, it is the performance of fairness before the public that legitimates adjudication. (The phrase chosen for the European Convention on Human Rights is a “fair and public hearing.”) Moreover, third-party participation facilitates democratic lawmaking in which court judgments serve as both an object of attention and a basis on which to argue for changing legal norms. Courts in democratic social orders are thus one of several venues in which the content of law is debated, and other branches of government may, in turn, respond. Again, this account is not in service of particular ends. Dissemination of information through litigation has generated laws aiming to protect people from violence in their households as well as laws ratcheting up punishments for individuals convicted of violent crimes.

We have thus far been court-centric, but due process is not. Rather, it informs many legal arenas, including legislatures shaping statutes, committees drafting rules, and agencies shaping administrative regulation. As noted, Mullane became a pillar of the revision of the 1966 class-action rule, an innovation that aimed to lessen power asymmetries in civil litigation. Those rule makers fashioned group proceedings to give members of racial minorities the ability to seek enforcement of injunctions mandating school desegregation and to give consumers claiming violations of their statutory rights the capacity to attract lawyers through the potential for large monetary recoveries. These benefits were not one-sided; as we discussed, the utilities for would-be defendants included the potential to close out liability claims through one proceeding. Further, Congress has addressed some of the challenges posed by litigants with limited resources. The Civil Rights Attorney Fee Act of 1976 and the Equal Access to Justice Act of 1980, along with the creation of the Legal Services Corporation in 1974, aim (again incompletely) to equip would-be litigants with resources to pursue claims.

Before turning to the next Part, a pause is in order to sort out different concerns animating the facets of due process that we have discussed. Some of the inquiry into the quality of procedure is justified by utilitarian concerns for accuracy, as well as by interests in guarding against non-arbitrary
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treatment by the government. Given that the linguistic lineage of due process traces back to traditions associated with the Magna Carta, non-arbitrary treatment has a historical pedigree independent of democracy, while democratic values have come to provide new understandings of the purposes of non-arbitrary treatment, sounding today in terms of dignity, equality, and in the sovereignty of the people. Legal acknowledgement during the twentieth century of discrimination predicated on the intersections of race, class, and gender made the need to buffer against arbitrariness all the more acute.

Similarly, the demand for subsidizing and equalizing opportunities to participate, like the insistence on publicity, comes in service of democratic values that recognize the contribution of and need for diverse voices and participants being heard in social orders. To be clear, as Jerry Mashaw explained decades ago, due-process commitments to protect efficacy and equal treatment need not be equated with court-based procedures; other means exist to effectuate their import. But constitutional oversight of decision-making processes remains critical to that effectuation. Indeed, as Harry Jones put it in 1958,

In an era where rights are mass produced, can the quality of their protection against arbitrary official action be as high as the quality of the protection afforded in the past to traditional legal rights less numerous and less widely dispersed among the members of society? Dicey accurately perceived it as a great strength of the rule of law in England that most questions of individual right came for decision to a small and homogeneous group of dedicated men, the judges of the “ordinary law.” A thousand times as many deciding officers are needed to settle the issues presented by claimants of the new and more widely held rights of the welfare state. Is it beyond hope that this vast new company of officials can, in time, develop a tradition of decision worthy of being called, in Pound’s fine phrase, an “ethos of adjudication”?

In the welfare state, the private citizen is forever encountering public officials of many kinds: regulators, dispensers of social services, managers of state-operated enterprises. It is the task of the rule of law to see to it that these multiplied and diverse encounters are as fair, as just, and as free from arbitrariness as are the familiar encounters of the right-asserting private citizen with the judicial officers of the traditional law.

Those aspirations are a way to understand the variegated constitutional case law that we have described, as it documents both the development of aspirations to produce fair and equal treatment of disputants and the
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difficulty of doing so. Finding methods to materialize these forms of fairness has also occupied Congress, the states, and procedural rule makers in the public and private sectors. The results are eclectic and uneven. We recount these developments because the “originalist” turn puts even these incomplete interventions at risk, and it signals an attack on the integrity of decision making at the statutory as well as the constitutional level. If continued, the loss of institutional integrity in the federal system and the states could be enormous.

A key example involves Court decisions empowering executive oversight over adjudicators sitting in agencies; these decisions undermine the independence of agency adjudicators and undercut a critical facet of their identity as judges. Indeed, the Court’s explanations of when non-Article III adjudication is permissible are laden with invocations of the “Article III values” of independent, fair, and public judging. Just a few decades ago, when insisting that state sovereign immunity applied to administrative adjudication before the Federal Maritime Commission, Justice Thomas explained that the Commission functioned as an equivalent of courts. In contrast, and in the name of constitutional fidelity, a majority of the Court has developed a new doctrine which, as we noted, undercuts the insulation of administrative agencies by subjecting them to executive oversight.

Furthermore, the Court has retreated from ensuring the requirements of due process in instances when individuals have argued that agencies have not fairly responded to their claims. One example comes from Justice Gorsuch’s dissenting opinion in Biestek v. Berryhill, which involved a challenge to the denial of Social Security disability benefits based on evidence that the agency declined to share with the claimant. Justice Gorsuch objected to that withholding of evidence.

The principle that the government must support its allegations with substantial evidence, not conclusions and secret evidence, guards against arbitrary executive decisionmaking. Without it, people like Mr. Biestek are left to the mercy of a bureaucrat’s caprice. Over 100 years ago, in ICC v. Louisville & Nashville R. Co., . . . the government sought to justify an agency order binding private parties without producing

the information on which the agency had relied. The government argued that its findings should be “presumed to have been supported.” In essence, the government sought the right to “act upon any sort of secret evidence.” This Court did not approve of that practice then, and I would not have hesitated to make clear that we do not approve of it today.\footnote{190}

Justice Gorsuch made a similar point, again in dissent, in an immigration case involving Pankajkumar Patel, a noncitizen who challenged the government’s denial of work authorization and its order of removal from the United States.

The majority concludes that courts are powerless to correct an agency decision holding an individual ineligible for relief from removal based on a factual error, no matter how egregious the error might be. The majority’s interpretation has the further consequence of denying any chance to correct agency errors in processing green-card applications outside the removal context. Even the government cannot bring itself to endorse the majority’s arresting conclusions. For good reason. Those conclusions are at war with all the evidence before us. They read language out of the statute and collapse the law’s clear two-step framework. They disregard the lessons of neighboring provisions and even ignore the statute’s very title. They make no sense of the statute’s history. Altogether, the majority’s novel expansion of a narrow statutory exception winds up swallowing the law’s general rule guaranteeing individuals the chance to seek judicial review to correct obvious bureaucratic missteps. It is a conclusion that turns an agency once accountable to the rule of law into an authority unto itself. Perhaps some would welcome a world like that. But it is hardly the world Congress ordained.\footnote{191}

Our reason for bringing agency adjudication to the fore is because it has a broad impact. Many more people bring claims to administrative agencies than to federal courts. That disparity becomes clear by contrasting the number of administrative judges and agency evidentiary hearings with the number of judges (including bankruptcy and magistrate) in Article III courthouses and their hearing docket. As of 2022, more than 2,000 individuals sat in federal agencies as administrative law judges or hearing officers.\footnote{192} About 1,800 judgeships were authorized in Article III courts, and roughly half of those were magistrate and bankruptcy judges.\footnote{193} As of 2019, data on Article III courthouses (comprising Article III judges, bankruptcy judges, and magistrate judges) compiled from Admin. Off. of U.S. Cts., Authorized Judgeships From 1789 to Present (2023); and Admin. Off. of U.S. Cts., Judicial Business of the U.S. Cts. (2021). Data on administrative law judges from U.S. Off. of Pers. Mgmt., Administrative Law Judges (2017).
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about 1,097,734 “evidentiary hearings” were held across four major administrative agencies, while approximately 41,005 evidentiary hearings were held in Article III courthouses.\footnote{194}

One might conclude that undercutting administrative adjudication would be coupled with expanding access to Article III courts. Instead, a series of rulings under the Chief Justiceships of Warren Burger, William Rehnquist, and John Roberts have restricted opportunities to be heard in the federal courts. One vehicle for cutting off access has been Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, which the Court has read to limit Congress’s power to provide remedies for civil-rights violations.\footnote{195} Another set of rulings undermined the use of implied constitutional and statutory causes of action.\footnote{196} Yet others added more requirements than Congress had imposed for eligibility to pursue statutory claims\footnote{197} and narrowed the bases for establishing Article III injury. In 2021, before Dobbs, the Court permitted a state legislature to insulate a new anti-abortion law from federal court review through endowing private actors—rather than state officials—with the power to bring actions against people allegedly violating that state law.\footnote{198}

Yet, as we noted when discussing Mullane and class actions, the Court has also imposed constraints through interpretations of statutes. Its last decades of applications of the 1925 Federal Arbitration Act have empowered prospective defendants to ban class actions and to insist that claimants are relegated to single-file arbitration proceedings. Hence, the Court has outsourced final adjudicatory power over federal and state statutory and contract violations alleged by employees and consumers to private...
dispute-resolution centers, chosen by potential defendants.\textsuperscript{199} Congress imposed one limit when, in 2021, in the Ending Forced Arbitration in Sexual Assault and Sexual Harassment Act, it made unenforceable both arbitration mandates and obligations not to disclose outcomes for that subset of claims.\textsuperscript{200} In a parallel fashion, the Court’s interpretation of habeas corpus has imposed a host of doctrines that have walled off access to court. In the rare cases in which judges look at the merits, a state court ruling not only has to be in error, but also “unreasonably” wrong.\textsuperscript{201} In 2023, the Court added to its interpretation of habeas by blocking access for a person alleging actual innocence.\textsuperscript{202}

IV. DISCIPLINED AND ACCOUNTABLE DECISION MAKING ASPIRING TO FAIRNESS

Our account of commitments to fair process and the challenges of enabling access is not a narrative \textit{sui generis} to the United States nor, as we have discussed, are the problems addressed in courts alone. Here, as part of our conclusion, we sketch parallel concerns in European case law and in other parts of the English Commonwealth and then turn to the underlying precepts that emerge from this transatlantic account of due process.

As we noted, the European Convention on Human Rights calls for a “fair and public hearing.” The jurisprudence that emerged is voluminous and includes obligations to assist individuals in specific circumstances when seeking law’s help.\textsuperscript{203} \textit{Airey v. Ireland} is an early exemplar, as the European Court of Human Rights required Ireland to provide assistance, including a lawyer, to help a woman navigate its complex family-separation law.\textsuperscript{204} Below, we provide a few other illustrations of this fabric of due-process principles that have come to the fore in constitutional democracies that, like the United States, aim to have an inclusive, functioning adjudication system.

A decision from the Supreme Court of Canada in 2014 provides one illustration, as that court found the schedule that raised fees imposed by British Columbia on litigants whose trial extended longer than a set period


was unlawful because its exemptions were too narrow. Fees needed to be waived not only for those who were “impoverished” but also for those who would have to “forgo reasonable expenses.” The court continued,

It is the role of the provincial legislatures to devise a constitutionally compliant hearing fee scheme. But as a general rule, hearing fees must be coupled with an exemption that allows judges to waive the fees for people who cannot, by reason of their financial situation, bring non-frivolous or non-vexatious litigation to court. A hearing fee scheme can include an exemption for the truly impoverished, but the hearing fees must be set at an amount such that anyone who is not impoverished can afford them. Higher fees must be coupled with enough judicial discretion to waive hearing fees in any case where they would effectively prevent access to the courts because they require litigants to forgo reasonable expenses in order to bring claims. This is in keeping with a long tradition in the common law of providing exemptions for classes of people who might be prevented from accessing the courts—a tradition that goes back to the Statute of Henry VII, 11 Hen. 7, c. 12, of 1495, which provided relief for people who could not afford court fees.

Another ruling in 2017 came from the U.K. Supreme Court, which likewise found fee provisions unlawful; in this instance, the fees were imposed by the English government when people sought to use the country’s employment tribunal. The court explained,

At the heart of the concept of the rule of law is the idea that society is governed by law. Parliament exists primarily in order to make laws for society in this country. Democratic procedures exist primarily in order to ensure that the Parliament which makes those laws includes Members of Parliament who are chosen by the people of this country and are accountable to them. Courts exist in order to ensure that the laws made by Parliament, and the common law created by the courts themselves, are applied and enforced. That role includes ensuring that the executive branch of government carries out its functions in accordance with the law. In order for the courts to perform that role, people must in principle have unimpeded access to them. Without such access, laws are liable to become a dead letter, the work done by Parliament may be rendered nugatory, and the democratic election of Members of Parliament may become a meaningless charade. That is why the courts do not merely provide a public service like any other.

Moreover,

Access to the courts is not, therefore, of value only to the particular individuals involved . . . .
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Every day in the courts and tribunals of this country, the names of people who brought cases in the past live on as shorthand for the legal rules and principles which their cases established . . .

But the value to society of the right of access to the courts is not confined to cases in which the courts decide questions of general importance. People and businesses need to know, on the one hand, that they will be able to enforce their rights if they have to do so, and, on the other hand, that if they fail to meet their obligations, there is likely to be a remedy against them. It is that knowledge which underpins everyday economic and social relations. That is so, notwithstanding that judicial enforcement of the law is not usually necessary, and notwithstanding that the resolution of disputes by other methods is often desirable.210

The aims were for access and some measures to ensure “equality of arms,” to borrow English terminology, that are (as in the United States) in support of structural as well as individual interests. The goals are to stabilize political and social relations, instantiate respect for individual rights, and enable governments to function so as to generate and conserve government authority.

The various analyses we have discussed underscore the interactions between “substantive” and “procedural” due process as principles committed to the government’s decent treatment of individuals in myriad forms and venues and, in turn, legitimate government’s exercise of its power. Thus, both individuals and the country need due process to secure judicial integrity and government accountability, to ensure fairness, and to avoid arbitrariness. Such commitments become all the more important given the attack on efforts to bring about equality and to mitigate the impact of concentration of political and economic power.211 We have highlighted diverse areas of law in the hopes of inspiring a backlash against the unbridled power being wielded.

To be clear, we are not suggesting some halcyon past. Rather, we are keenly aware that neither courts nor agencies functioning under due-process mandates have, to date, succeeded in generating fully accessible, even-handed procedures, wise judges, and fair outcomes. Indeed, an expansive literature now mines “lawyerless courts” and barriers to legal remedies.212 Those problems, central to state courts, are also present in the federal
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system, where a quarter of the complaints filed come from people without lawyers and half of appeals are pursued without counsel of record.\textsuperscript{213}

Moreover, courts are not the exclusive domain of legal remedies nor necessarily the model of fairness.\textsuperscript{214} Yet responses to the limits of and challenges facing courts do not lie in the turn to originalism; in Article III exclusivity or in unfettered agency decision making; in the privatization of process; or in the rejection of judicial engagement with the quality and fairness of procedures. Eliminating or narrowing due-process protections undercuts the potential for the redistribution of power and resources, immunizes exercises of authority, and undermines institutional integrity and individual liberty. The development and application of due-process principles that we have sketched are grounded in a long trail of commitments to trying to hold power to account in the hopes of stopping its frightening arbitrariness. The question is how to build on that history, rather than to abandon aspirations for lawfulness.
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